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Reinvesting in Science.

Sustaining Nonprofit Research Publishing.
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GSW’s Nonprofit Mission

Provide comprehensive resources for research and communications in 

the Earth Sciences

Disseminate society content globally in diverse forms and formats

Support the sustainability of societies and libraries and respond to the 

needs to authors and researchers
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Participating Publishers
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Split Screen Article View

Browseable images scroll independently of text

 Images have view large or download for PPT 
options

 Tab structure for supplements, TOC, references, 
GeoRef content 

PDF view and standard view options also 
available
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Split Screen Article View

Images scroll separately

from text
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Split Screen Book View

And text scrolls separately

from images.
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Search Results

 Figure display for scanning content (like a visual abstract)

 Links for abstract, supplements, and PDF

 Modify search to narrow results

 Content type facet

 Journal Facet

 Subject facet that utilizes the GeoRef keywords and the hierarchy of broader 

and narrower terms from the thesaurus

 Easily explore 100s of subject facets

 Time based Facets called out broadly by Era and Period or more narrowly 

with Epoch and Age
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Search Results Page 

Figure display 

GeoRef Subject facets

Filter search
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Map View
Search Results

Limit search by geographic location. 

Click on pins for article title. 
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Advanced Search

Build query by location,

date range, DOI, publication,

GeoRef category
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GeoRef Thesaurus

Utilizes the GeoRef keywords and 

the hierarchy of broader and 

narrower terms from the thesaurus
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GeoRef Record
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Citation Manager
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Citation Manager
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“GeoScienceWorld has grown from a single source of journals from major geoscience societies 

with a GeoRef search interface to a full-fledged geoscience resource of journals and e-books 

from both large and small geoscience societies. GeoRef knits the parts together so that users 

can focus their searches on geoscience information. Other databases of scientific literature do 

not have both the same breadth and focus.” Michael M. Noga, MIT Libraries

“GeoScienceWorld provides small research institutions like mine with cost- effective access to a 

world-class library of geoscience literature — much more than we could ever afford to subscribe 

to otherwise. Their journal list is a “Who’s Who” of scholarly society publishing in our field and 

is actively growing. GSW has a strong track record of innovation and responsiveness to user 

input. Features like their geographic search interface, indexing of figures and tables, and use of 

mobile vouchers provide new modes of discovery. And the quality and reliability of the GeoRef 

bibliographic database underpins it all. I can’t imagine a serious research program in the earth or 

environmental sciences being without GSW.”

Shaun Hardy, Librarian Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Washington 

“An excellent collection . . . an easy- to-use resource for faculty and students. Highly 

recommended for academic libraries.” 

Bonnie J.M. Swoger, Sciences and Technology Librarian at SUNY Geneseo, for Library Journal 

What librarians are saying . . .
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